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About This Game

Feel the thrill of being a goalie - catch, stop and block slap shots in this fun VR hockey goalie game.

Built by a hockey goalie for other goalies that are either too far away from ice or can't get enough of the action.

Fully immersive with surround sound and haptic vibration for realistic gameplay.

Multiple levels of difficulty, lefties and righties welcome.

Play against friends with local shooter mode.

HTC Vive and Oculus compatible.
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FREE TO PLAY!

Ready to take your game to the next level? Check out NetStars VR Goalie Trainer -

http://store.steampowered.com/app/800670/NetStars__VR_Goalie_Trainer/
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goalie challenge vr

TLDR; If you like ARPG's and have played everything else already, get it on a good sale. I recommend Inquisitor\/Demo for a
class combo that has a ton of skill synergy and plenty of active use utilities to keep things interesting.

Reskinned Titan Quest but with terrible sound design.

Combat is slow, weightless, enemies get ragdolled around like they're made of air and the sound design reinforces the flacidness
of everything you do. Moss classes get one or two skills that enable you to faceroll, and a fourth of the skills simply aren't worth
the point investment, even when you factor in abnormal class\/item synergies a decent chunk of skills\/passives are just bad.

This is the first ARPG I've played where magic can simply "miss" on direct hits, not even a deflection mechanic, or just doing
less damage, it hits directly and the only feedback you get is yellow "Miss" text.

I don't think Grim Dawn is a bad game, at it's worst it's just boring. But don't buy this and expect TL\/TL2 or Path of Exile
levels of production quality.. make season 2 damn it!. DERU is a very well-done coop game. It has just the right amount of
technical challenge on top of the puzzles, and it feels like you actually have to cooperate with each other. The art style is
extremely well executed and has a ton of little polishing touches that make it very satisfying to play.

Sometimes it did feel like we were stumbling into a solution instead of figuring it out and then executing it. There are also a few
levels that are purely aesthetic in purpose, but it's not obvious right away. The game is also quite short. However, these issues
didn't really impede my ability to enjoy the game.
. i love GAMING. a very good train.the drivers doors open but train does not operate whilst open,safety feature im guessing.the
throttle also engages the forward\/reverser.above the drivers head in cab is cab ligt and step light.the train sounds awsome with
the motors pitch going up as you throttle.the brakes work well you can come into the station a little hotter.no bell.opening the
drivers window all the way means it cant be closed again.if you like passenger trains wherever you like to drive then get
this.bring on the workshop authors.i want more.just found out these guys dont have a bell.. I started liking the game but out of
nowhere and for no other reason than to mess with you, the game difficulty escalates and starts to punish you for moves that are
part of the strategy. Considering that you don't have any influence on what blocks appear next, I find it unfair that the game
punishes me for "idle moves" when they are part of preparing sets. The only good point that still remains for me is the art is
done nice and the story so far seems okay. Gives you purpose to play but when your creature has an attribute bonus on the
enemy, it shouldn't die easily.. I like it. It's a fun little RTS.. So far, so good. Lots of secrets to be found, all sorts of rules for all
sorts of leagues. Hidden gem? I think it just might be, after all it is still Early Access and already more fun then some Triple A
titles.
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this game looks great it sounds great it plays pretty good but I have some problems. The game is fun but when there are so many
bullets on screen at the same time it is a little hard to see the enemies though I got used to it pretty quickly. the controls were
horrible at least at first. It reversed left and right so it was hard to remember my directions while moving but you can swap the
controls in the settings menu. Now my two biggest problems,repetition and game errors. so talking more about the "repetition"
so when playing the game you have four unique secondary abilities and three primary fire choices. I enjoyed trying the different
abilities but the primary fires are not great. the primaries called plasma and kinetic are the same or extremely similar I couldnt
tell which. That leaves only two real options for primary fire hitscan or a projectile and I always use laser. The second major
problem is the framerate dips(very uncommon but happened) while I have a high end computer may just be my settings though
and the game crashing\/freezing which really ruined my expierence though it never happened mid game. the game is fun but
with all these problems I wouldnt recommend this.. I don't support bad regional pricing after going independent.. Space - The
Return of the Pixxelfrazzer is a spectacular game.
I'm always happy when "one of those" games falls into my hands.
You know, the ones you start of without a clue of what you are doing but the game pully you in nonetheless and before you
know it it's morning and you didn't get any sleep.

This game defines itself through wonderful quirkiness.

One time when I was shooting at asteroids for money, one asteroid transformed into a monster and ate me.
Another time I was doing a quest, and when I was done the questobject suddenly killed me.

Space is never what you expect in this game, and I'm loving it.

Add to that the amount of detail besides having everything turn and eat you, and you realize this is a gem.

There's a "wiggle" upgrade in the game, which is supposed to make you bullets wiggle.
But, and I kid you not, the description text of said upgrade wiggles aswell.

It's the small things that make you wonder and smile, and it's doing that all the time.
I guess part of this comes by not explaining much besides the basics, so you're left with a universe of strangeness to figure out.

The controls are more on the simulation side of things in normal mode, but then there's that other mode that's great for dodging
and stuff.

tl;dr
Game is random
Game is fun
Graphics are retro, but with a lot of attention to detail
Music feels weird at first, but you grow to like it
Complete freedom - do whatever you want
Game takes you by the hand via tips flashing in every now and then
You can set the difficulty anytime
It has coop
There is a lot of things to see
You can freeze Planets.. You're invited to our House Party! Come join the adventure and unlock a world of colorful characters,
dynamic storylines, and sexy guests waiting to meet you. Test your wits by making smart choices and you may just get lucky,
but watch out for Frank! It's YOUR night! New opportunity or peril could be waiting behind all your in-game choices. Maybe
you\u2019ll be a swell guy, and help the guests out with their problems, or maybe you\u2019ll be a trouble-maker and start
some drama? The choice is yours to be well-behaved, or completely inappropriate! Come on in... the party\u2019s already
started!

House Party is a 3D interactive adventure game for adults where your choices will shape the events and outcome to a multitude
of possible endings. Every choice you make can lead to a different outcome. Are you ready to test your \u201cgame\u201d?

The party is underway, and the guests are having fun. The only thing missing is YOU. As you walk in, the challenge begins. Test
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your \u201csmarts\u201d, your \u201csmooth-talking\u201d, and your determination as you unfold each character\u2019s story
through conversation and \u201cother means\u201d. The odds could be in your favor tonight\u2026 if you play your cards right.

How you engage with guests will lead you to a different outcome each time you start a new game. The story is in your hands as
your actions dictate the gameplay. You will also be faced with moral dilemmas that yield different outcomes and shape how the
story unfolds. House Party will make you think and plan each move.

And YES, IT\u2019S FUN! After all, it is a House Party, complete with all the debauchery you\u2019d expect. Be warned,
there is plenty of foul language, tons of nudity, fighting, party games, drinking, and sex. It doesn\u2019t pull any punches! You
decide who to befriend, and who to betray as you unravel each guest\u2019s unique storyline, guaranteed to be packed with fun
quests and challenges. Each character in the game is fully voice-acted, and did we mention, hot?

House Party is a brilliant 3D game with sexy models and its fair share of witty, sarcastic humor. A robust AI allows the
characters to respond to a multitude of stimuli and choices you throw at them. This game is going to keep you on your toes with
multiple story-paths and different outcomes based on the choices you make.

If you consider yourself a story-teller or a game-maker, you can customize the gameplay using our Custom Story Creator (found
on the Eek! Games website). Craft your own story including full dialogues, interactions, and logic dictating how the
player\u2019s night will unfold. Import your stories into your game and share them with other players. It\u2019s really easy to
use, and you don\u2019t need any programming experience. Join the many players already creating and sharing stories on the
game\u2019s official forum and let them experience YOUR story.. 10 out of 10. Awesome game-play, story line and graphics.
Beware of the Clocks!. Interesting concept
Bad implementation
Worse translation

If you want to play a game where you can play through, get a bad/premature ending, start again and get a different bad end
again, all in the space of two minutes, then this game is for you. I wish that the branches had gone into a little more depth,
instead of all being extremely short.
Points up for having such a large variation of endings though - every time I thought I'd seen everything, I would try what I
expected to be the last possible branch and was surprised to find even more content hidden behind the simplest choices.

Oh, and the majority of achievements don't seem to work for most people.. RTS campaign that is not just "build base, destroy
enemies". Has actual adventure elements to it.

Can be janky at times, but it is Spellforce Euro jank.. An extremely cozy little VN, with lovely writing, art, and music. Do
yourself a service and pick this title up, get something nice to drink on a rainy day, and feel immersed in a way few games can
manage.
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